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Biography

The Canadians™ is a series of accessible, illustrated biographies focusing on the men and women who
shaped Canadian History. Through life stories drawn from all periods and walks of life, the series presents,
from a variety of perspectives, the developments of Canada from the days of early exploration and settlement
to the more recent past. Ages 12+, Grades 7+, 6.5 x 8.5, 64pp, Paperback $9.95 NF

9781550418286
Founded the HydroElectric Power
Commission of Ontario

9781550414639
Inventor of the telephone

9781550414677
A Chief of the Blackfoot
First Nation

9781550414936
Great Canadian
explorer and map-maker

9781550414653
Politician, founder of
Manitoba, Métis leader
of the prairies

9781550414950
Media friendly twelfth
Prime Minister of
Canada

9781550414615
Author and creator of
Anne of Green Gables

9781550414776
Feminist, politician and
social activist

9781550414875
Physician, medical
innovator, and
humanitarian

9781550417746
Fifteenth Prime Minister.
Established Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.

9781550415032
Writer and economist

9781550418385
Record breaking distance
runner from the Six
Nations of Grand River

9781550414899
Tenth and longest serving
Prime Minister. His image
is on the $50 bill.

9781550414813
First francophone Prime
Minister (seventh in
history)

9781550418347
Western Canada’s first
female journalist and
women’s rights activist

Truly Canadian! The biographies for young readers provide
carefully crafted introductions to the lives of Canadians who have
made important contributions to Canada and beyond. Interest
is heightened with attractive illustrations and interesting sidebar
content. Ages 9+, Grades 4+, 6.75 x 9, 64pp, Paperback $9.95 NF
9781550414837
Artist and Author/Lover
of Nature
(as written on her gravestone)

9781550414912
First woman police
magistrate and women’s
rights activist

9781550413694
First female doctor to
practice and women’s
rights activist

9781550414981
Children’s entertainer

9781550414929
A leader of the Métis
people of what is now
Western Canada

Outstanding

CANADIANS

NF

9781550414790
First Prime Minister of
Canada
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9781550418729
Helped create ranching
industry in Alberta

9781550414943
Mohawk war leader and
negotiator for the Six
Nations

9781550414905
Canadian heroine of the
War of 1812

9781550415049
Fourteenth Prime Minister
and Nobel Laureate

9781550051162 pb
$14.95 6x9, 140pp 11+
In a strong and moving
narrative, Narnia’s
readers are introduced
to “Plain Jack” Lewis
and are able to explore
his life as a scholar, his
friendships with writers
such as J.R.R. Tolkien,
the Christianity that
underlies his writing, and
the great love story of
his final years.

working cover

Outstanding

CANADIANS

working cover

NF

9781550050875 pb
$14.95 6x9, 136pp 11+
In this lavishly illustrated
biography, author
Michael Coren tells the
story of the man behind
the books.

Robert Munsch

Tim Horton

9781554550579 pb
Young readers may be
amazed to learn that
Canada’s bestselling
author (30 million books
so far) struggled in school.
His creative gifts were
eventually recognized by
a sympathetic librarian
who encouraged him to
keep reading.

9781554550463 pb
No Canadian can fail
to recognize the name
Tim Horton. He was a
tough but fair sportsman
renowned as the “strongest
man in hockey.” This
biography presents his true
story to young Canadian
readers.

Frank Edwards

Don Quinlan

order toll free 1-800-387-9776



Black History

Bully Issues

NF

9781550419740 pb $9.95 Canada
Only 10x9.25, 32pp 6+ When
Clayton lost his leg in a factory
accident, no one thought he would
ever walk again, let alone dance

9781550419320 pb $12.95
Canada Only 6x8, 197pp 8+
Kate wants to be friends with
Ruby, the grown daughter
of her African American
neighbours. But getting close
to Ruby who sees Kate and
her family as “white trash”
will be more difficult than
she hoped. OLA Silver Birch
Award shortlist & Red Maple
Award finalist

9781550419788 pb $12.95
Canada Only 10x9.25, 32pp
6+ A heartfelt tribute to the first
African American regarded as a
hero by all Americans

9781554550173 pb $12.95
Canada Only 6x8.5, 209pp
8+ To earn the money for a
bike to take him to baseball
practice, Justin sells Little Billy,
one of the family’s beloved
baby goats. His siblings
find out that the new owner,
Mr. Grimsted, is horribly
mistreating Little Billy. Must
Justin break the law to save
the poor animal?

9780773761926 pb
$12.95 5x7.5, 221pp 10+
Schwartz does a nice job
of integrating historic
fact into her deeply felt
story about slavery and
the underground railway.
OLA Silver Birch Award,
Geoffrey Bilson Award for
Historical Fiction Online
teachers’ guide

NF

9781550051377 pb $12.95
8.25x8, 90pp 8+ Filled with
important events and amazing
people who helped shape Canada’s
history and culture
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9781550419726 pb $9.95
Canada Only 10.75x8.5,
32pp 6+ This powerful story
of family, friendship, and
the bonds that bring people
together is a timely reminder of
the responsibility we all share to
help others in a time of need.

9781550051407 pb $12.95
5.25x8.25, 176pp 12+
Abram knows only slavery,
but from the moment he
holds his baby cousin in
his arms, he is determined
to protect her from the
harsh realities of life on the
plantation.

NF
NF

9781550418729 pb $9.95
6.5x8.5, 64pp 12+ John Ware
stands tall in the history of
Alberta. An ex-slave from the
American South, he became
legendary for his cowboy skills

9780773729889 hc $24.95
9781550050684 pb $14.95
7x8.75, 168pp 10+ Stories of the
courageous people who risked
their lives to help others because
they believed that every person
had the right to live free.

9781550419085 hc $22.95
9781554550869 pb $12.95
5.5x8.25, 186pp 12+ This
contemporary novel puts
a very real face on the
African AIDS pandemic.
OLA Golden Oak Award

NF

9781550419139 hc $22.95
9781550419122 pb $17.95
7.5x9.25, 112pp 12+ “The authentic
details speak of loss, fear, and
grief; incredible kindness; and
courage, as well as hope for the
future.” —Booklist starred review

9781550419030 pb $7.95 9.75x9, 32pp
6+ A magical story of two young newlyweds who escape poverty and hardship
in Ukraine to start a new life on the
Canadian frontier. OLA Best Bets

9781550418842 pb $9.95 9x10,
32pp 6+ This heart-warming
Ukrainian folktale, set during the
Great Famine of the 1930s, tells of
a young girl’s attempts to save her
village from starvation.

9780884482611 hc $18.95
9781895555547 pb $9.95 10x8.5, 32pp Canada Only 9x10, 32pp
6+ Using the best weapon of all, his wits, 5+ A bullying story focusing
Michihara is able to defeat the young
on the role of the bystander.
warrior, Noguchi, and teach him the true This book will change the
meaning of being a samurai.
way kids respond to bullying.

9781897235003 pb $10.95
5x7, 211pp 8+ Humour balances
the serious themes of bullying
and racism that are revealed in
the attitudes and actions of the
elementary school kids.
For other books in this series,
see p.26

9781550502275 pb $8.95
5.25x7.5, 240pp 12+ In
changing something outside
himself, Ty has developed the
confidence and strength he
needs for his own life.

9781550416824 hc $19.95
9781550417043 pb $7.95 8x10,
32pp 5+ Addresses the all-toocommon fears of reading in class
and bullying that primary students
face. OLA Blue Spruce Award
nominee

9781550413403 pb $9.95
Canada Only 8x10, 32pp
6+ When the fourth-grade
bullies confront Chico in the
lunchroom, he responds wisely
with strengths of his own. This
story of personal triumph is a
testament to the inner strength
in all of us.

NF

9781550413427 pb $9.95
Canada Only 8.5x10.25, 32pp
10+ Bullying is explored from
a personal as well as a social
perspective. Storylines about
children coping are beautifully
illustrated in strip form.

NF

9781550413380 pb $9.95 Canada Only
10.5x8.25, 24pp 7+ Bullying is explored
from a personal as well as social
perspective. Reader friendly text.

9781550502947 pb $7.95
5.25x7.5, 208pp 9+ Local
bullies Todd and Craig Nelwin,
jealous of all the attention
Daniel gets, want to find his
hideout and wreck it.
For
other books in this series, see p.58

9780773674776 mm $4.95
4x7, 112pp 9+ In the fastpaced mayhem that ensues,
students and teachers alike
come to terms with a very
real crisis under very funny
cirumstances.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776



Bully Issues

Canadian

Hello
Canada books
The

9781550502718 pb $8.95
5.25x7.5, 206pp 11+ Nell
has to share her mother, a
Canadian peacekeeper, with
the world, when she just wants
her home helping her deal
with the bullies at school.

9780889952621 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.25, 141pp
12+ This riveting story is
about a fifteen-year-old
boy who, as the story
opens, realizes he has no
idea who he is—beyond
his first name—or what
has led to his loss of
memory. CLA Young Adult
Book Award shortlist

9780773761391 pb $6.95
5x7.5, 257pp 12+ A
wonderful coming-of-age
adventure set against one of
the most tragic occurrences
in Canadian history.

9781550503791 pb $12.95
5x7, 304pp 12+ Fourteenyear-old Jessie moves
to a new city and learns
teamwork, self-reliance and
a new kind of friendship
when she joins the girls’
hockey team.

9780889952782 pb $12.95
5.5x8.5, 108pp 8+ When
Matthew doesn’t make it
home after school one day,
the evening news reports
that he’s been kidnapped.
What could have happened?
Where could he have gone?
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9780773761407 pb $7.95
5x7.5, 256pp 12+ Maggie,
orphaned and alone, was
torn from her twin sister
and sent to Canada as a
Barnardo Home child.

9781897235188 pb $9.95
6x9, 127pp 8+ Ringo, a selfdescribed push over, has much
to make sense of. All of which
are menacingly underscored by
the school bully’s threats.

9780773754522 pb $7.95
4.75x7.5, 218pp 8+ In the
aftermath of World War II,
Elsbeth and her little brother
are abandoned, and their
only chance of survival is to
escape to Canada through
West Germany.

9780773674165 mm
$3.95 4.25x7, 104pp
8+ Oliver’s biggest
“war” is a personal one.
Oliver, who always looks
as if nothing bothers him,
must learn to let people
know when he is hurting.

9781550415469 pb $9.95
5.5x8.25, 124pp 12+ Nick
has a chance to make a
difference with his new
team, and for the first time,
he begins to make real
friends.

9781550503906 pb $8.95
5.25x7.5, 144pp 11+ Still
reeling from the sudden
death of her composer
father, 13-year-old Katie
faces bullies at school, her
mother’s weird new friends,
and a mystery that must be
solved before it’s too late.

9781550416657 hc $14.95
9781550416664 pb $9.95
5.5x8.25, 128pp 8+ Entranced
by the melodies of the piano,
Sam must learn how to play.
But when his family can’t afford
school supplies, Sam decides
to strike a bargain with the
formidable Helen.

9780889953994 pb $11.95
5.25x7.5, 128pp 12+ Together
the three young protagonist
teens are struggling to find
their way out of one of the
classic dilemmas of life: how
not to be a bystander to
bullying, how to stand up for
your friends, and how to deal
with consuming rage. Online
teachers’ guide

9781897235430 pb $10.95
5.25x7.5, 279pp 9+ Kim
is highly skilled but not the
rough and tumble kind of
hockey player who dominates
the ice.

are insightful
and entertaining
9781550417661
introductions
to the people,
culture, geography, history, and
economy of the provinces and
territories. The easy-to-read text
is complimented with beautiful
colour photography, black and
white historicals, charts, and
maps, taking readers on a
fascinating tour of each region.
9781550412680
Each book includes an idex,
glossary, and pronunciation
guide. Ages 8-13, Grades 3-8,
7.5 x 5.75, 72pp, Paperback
$10.95 NF

9781550417562

9781550417586

9781550414394

9781550412611

9781550417623

9781550414400

9781550417609

9781550412703

9781550417647

9781550412697

9781550417685

9781894121149 hc @ pb
price 9780773762008 pb
$29.95 8.5x11.5, 320pp All
ages A stunning anthology that
celebrates our country’s life and
times. It is filled to the brim with
stories, songs, poems, legends,
and more. This remarkable
collection is a must-have for
every library.

9781550414707 hc $15.95
9781550415964 pb $8.95
11x9.75, 32pp 6+ A FrenchCanadian grandmother
reminisces about her first
sugaring-off party, complete
with music, dancing, and lots
of food. The primitive-style
pictures are lush and colourful.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776



Canadian History

Canadian History

This innovative series by Robert Livesey and illustrated by A.G. Smith lets you have fun while learning history.
Meet the pioneer men and women who first came o North America from Europe to settle in this uncharted
domain. You will learn about them all while being challenged by a variety of entertaining puzzles and activities.
Ages 8+, Grades 3+, 8 x 8, 90pp, Paperback $12.95 NF

9781550051377

9780773756656

9780773753044

9781550051360

9780773760431

9781550051353

9780773756021

9780773753419

9781550051155 pb
$9.95 5x7.75, 120pp
8+ First published
to critical acclaim in
1986, Naomi’s Road
is the story of a girl
whose JapaneseCanadian family is
uprooted during the
Second World War.

9781554550555 hc $19.95
8.75x11.25, 32pp 8+ When
a Japanese Canadian
family is forced to leave
their home on the West
Coast for internment during
World War II, the garden’s
old cherry tree sends out a
song of love and peace as it
patiently awaits their return.

9780773732780 hc
$9.95 8.5x11.5, 20pp 6+
A retelling of the legend
of Fortress Louisbourg. It
describes how it was built in
1713 and the battles that
took place there. The story
is told from the perspective
of the foxes who inhabit the
area, near Cape Breton.

9780773759015

9780773761704

9780773752092

Pierre Berton’s
History for Young
Canadians.
A juvenile history
series reintroducing
the lifetime work of
Canadian luminary,
Pierre Berton. Ages
12+, Grades 7+,
7.25 x 9, Paperback
$16.95 NF



9781550419306 pb
$11.95 5.5x8.5, 80pp
8+ Non Fiction &
Fiction A young boy is
emboldened to stand
up for his beliefs after
playing Louis Riel in a
school play.

9781550051032 pb
$9.95 8x11, 32pp 6+
This imaginary encounter
between Louis Riel and
a young boy brings to
light how insignificant
the differences between
people are, and the
tragic consequences of not
remembering how much we
all share.

NF

NF

9781550413236 pb
$18.95 5.5x8.5,
430pp 14+ A
powerful portrayal
of Louis Riel, the
mystic revolutionary
of the Northwest, and
Gabriel Dumont—the
great buffalo hunter
who becomes Riel’s
commander-in-chief.
Wiebe recreates an
agonizing chapter
in Canadian history
which can never be
forgotten.

9781550051520 pb
$9.95 8x11, 32 pp 6+ A
powerful retelling of a
dark incident in Canadian
history—the Japanese
Canadian internment
during WWII. A story that
is both sad, enlightening
and educational.

9781894004527 pb
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 208pp
12+ A lively and
entertaining narrative
about the many
attempts by early
explorers to discover
the fabled Northwest
Passage to the silk and
spices of the East.

9781894004978 pb
$16.95 5.5x8.5, 144pp
12+ An award-winning
portrayal of the drama
of the fur trade from
1779 to 1821

9781894856096 hc $14.95
7.5x10, 80 pages 12+ The
authors account of growing
up on a prairie farm—the
fun and the hard work.
Teachers’ guide available

NF

NF

NF

9781894856744 pb 244pp
Describes how, back in the
days of the pioneers, the
Canadian west was won,
with blood, sweat, tears, and
sheer determination.

www.fitzhenry.ca

9781894856935 pb 176pp
Retold in accurate detail,
these are stories of the
triumphs and the hardships
of early expeditions to the
Canadian Arctic.

9781897252017 pb 320pp
Berton focuses on the most
important battles of the War
of 1812, relating the stories
in accurate, lively detail.

9781897252055 pb 300pp
Stories of the prospectors,
the gold seekers, and the
unforgiving land and gold
that drove them mad.

9781894856249 pb
$9.95 5x8.25, 160pp
12+ First published
in 1968, the book
is based on Simon
Fraser’s journal of his
remarkable journey on
the river that bears his
name.
For more books on Canadian History see also The Canadians™ on pp.2-3

9781550051445 hc (10th
anniversary edition) $24.95
9780773729919 hc $21.95
9780773759251pb $12.95
10.25x9, 32pp 9+ The story of the
poem by John McCrae

9780773733190 hc $16.95
9781550051469 pb $9.95 10.5x9,
48pp 9+ “A haunting, moving
scrapbook of the Great War...this
book will invite serious students
and browsers alike; A compelling
portfolio.” —School Library Journal

9781894856041 pb
$9.95 5.5x8, 144pp
12+ A gripping
story of unbelievable
hardship and
superhuman effort
during the 1896 gold
rush.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776



Coming of Age

9780889953222 hc $12.95
9780889953659 pb $6.95
4.5x7, 108pp 12+ When
Carmen meets a local rock
star at a laundromat, Carmen
is propelled into a journey of
self-discovery where maybe,
just maybe, she’ll find the
elusive love she so desires.

Concept

9780889953475 pb
$9.95 5.5x8.5, 228pp 14+
Sixteen-year-old Charlie is
an ambitious and dedicated
writer who thinks her smalltown life doesn’t offer any
material for her work.

9781550503548 pb $12.95
5x7, 328pp 13+ Abi doesn’t
expect to get anything from
anybody. Her dad’s stuck in
his chair and her mom s taken
off, but shes going to work out
what to do on her own. At least
thats what she thinks.

9780889953680 pb $12.95
5.25x7.5, 256pp 12+ The
loss of her mother and the
disappearance of her sister
marks the beginning of Katie’s
journey and the trigger for a
compelling adventure story.

9780889952225 hc $17.95
9780889952720 pb $11.95
8.75x12, 32pp 5+ Set in
tightly linked rhyming verse,
the words for this unique
book take children on an
alphabetic, fun-filled tour of
Canada.

9780773733336 pb $7.95
8.25x10.5, 32pp 4+ A
wonderful, entertaining story
that teaches kids numbers, days
of the week, and the names and
characteristics of those perennial
favourites—the dinosaurs!

9781550410778 pb $6.95 9.5x10,
36pp 6+ A sprightly collection of
animal groupings, both familiar
and foreign. The crazy, fun-filled
portraitures make this picture book
a joyous learning experience for
young and old alike.

9781550417227 pb $9.95 10x9, 28pp
4+ A gentle and poetic counting book.
Each number appears spelled out and
in numerical form. Small pictorial “clues”
will lead pre-readers to every counting
subject.

This series is also available as a 3-pack 9781554550951 $29.99

9780773674479 mm
$6.99 4x7, 315pp 12+
Maybe being stuck
with a bunch of losers
and social worker was
beginning to get to him.
Whatever it was, the
sky was huge, and full
of stars. The stars were
what Joseph liked best.

9781550416985 hc $9.95 10x8.5,
32pp 4+ This time the three friends
take to the sky and count whatever
they see, from helicopters to bats
and everything in between. When
they are done, they’ll tell the story
of their exciting trip as they invite
everyone along on the next ride.

9781550417326 hc $9.95 10x8.5,
32pp 4+ Our three intrepid friends
set off on a new adventure through
the world’s forests. This time, they
visit very different landscapes.

One Watermelon Seed • 9.75 X 9

1/2 bleed

Flight © reader. See p.56

3.5 flap

1/8
flap

1/4
wrap

Max and Josephine are planting a garden, from
small blueberries to big watermelons and everything
in between. Can you help them count the seedlings
from one to ten? And when they are ready to
harvest, can you help Max and Josephine count the
crops by tens…all the way up to one hundred?

Celia Barker Lottridge is a
storyteller and multi awardwinning author of picture
books and novels for children, including The Name of
the Tree, Ticket to Curlew,
Wings to Fly, and The Little
Rooster and the Diamond
Button. Formerly a children’s
librarian and bookseller, Celia
was born in Iowa City, Iowa,
and lives in Toronto, Ontario.
Karen Patkau is an author,
designer, visual artist and
visual arts educator. She has
illustrated a number of picture books, including Don’t
Eat Spiders, Sir Cassie to the
Rescue, and Creatures Great and
Small, which she also wrote.
Born and raised in Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Karen lives in
Toronto, Ontario.

$19.95

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

9780195409277 pb $4.95
8x8, 24pp 4+ Carried away by
thoughts of spring, Alphonse sets
out to paint eggs the colour of
spring, but strange thing happen
when he starts mixing paints.

9780195407976 hc $9.95 8x8,
24pp 4+ It’s Halloween, and
Alphonse imagines ten different
costumes as he counts the candies
that he is preparing for trick-ortreaters.
1/2 bleed

9781894323079 pb $6.95
8x8, 24pp 4+ A playful story
examining the plight of a
community of zoo animals with
insomnia.

1/4
wrap

9780195409284 pb $4.95 8x8,
24pp 4+ Alphonse, a delightfully
wacky artist, attempts to paint a
valentine but, by mistake, creates
a square, a circle, and a triangle.

Fitzhenry & Whiteside

www.fitzhenry.ca

9780773674219 mm
$6.99 4x7, 168pp 12+
It’s hard to make friends
when your scamming
them. It’s hard to
gain the trust of wary
grandparents, and hard
to decide whether to
leave when the coast is
clear—or stand for a
new and better life.

9781550416626 hc $9.95 10x8.5,
32pp 4+ The young narrator and
his friends, Maggee and Jesse,
travel to a myriad of places to look
at sea life that is every colour of the
rainbow. Children will delight in the
pink octopus, the blue manatee, and
the orange barracuda, to name but
a few.
Also available in a First

One
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9780773673489 mm
$4.95 4x7, 124pp 12+
As if Lorinda doesn’t have
enough to worry about!
Her body is changing, her
boy friends are turning
into boyfriends, then her
grandfather comes to
visit-for six months.

9781550050561 pb
$9.95 5x7.5, 200pp
12+ Mike’s got it made.
But before he goes on a
hunting trip with his best
friend Doug, he collapses
on the basketball court.
His parents won’t tell the
results of the hospital
tests. Mike’s search for
answers leads on a
dangerous and lonely
wilderness quest.

BARKER LOTTRIDGE

9780773674707 mm
$6.99 4x7, 252pp
12+ After the sudden
death of her mother,
Sky wants nothing
more than to keep her
and her two young
sisters together.

9780773760929 pb $4.95
5x7.5, 212pp 12+ What
secret haunts this family?
Will Chris ever be able to
trust his dad again? And
before tragedy repeats
itself, can Stacie and Chris
discover what really caused
the death of the mysterious
boy named Topher? CLA
Book of the Year Award for
Children

ONE WATERMELON SEED

9781550416213 pb $14.95
5.5x8.5, 366pp 12+ Grimly
determined to fulfill her
father’s ambition for her,
young Sarah sets out to
become an artist. But the
challenge to be something
more than a proficient
and uninspired painter is
overwhelming.

9781550417258 hc $14.95
9781550417272 pb $9.95
5.5x8, 208pp 12+ With the
help of her rock-solid Gran
and her new friends, Kat
slowly gets a grip on herself.
She is able to make some
hard personal decisions, and
to face some unpleasant new
truths about old friends back
home.

First publishe
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CELIA BARKER LOTTRIDGE

KAREN PATKAU

9780773759442 hc $17.95
9781554550340 pb $7.95 10x9.25,
32pp 5+ Max and Josephine are
planting a garden. Help them count
the seedlings from one to ten. When
the harvest is ready, help Max and
Josephine count the crops by tens…all
the way up to one hundred.

order toll free 1-800-387-9776
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Dealing With challenges

9780889951617 pb $6.95 11x9,
32pp 6+ In the home where Cindy
lives, no dogs are allowed, so she
must bundle puppy up when she
goes to work as a cleaning woman in
the Hospice. One patient is so blind
with illness that he can barely see the
dog; it looks like a smudge. But, oh,
how nice to hold the puppy. What is
Cindy to do? How will she care for
Smudge?

9780773674790
mm $6.99 4.25x7,
204pp 8+When
Elizabeth’s family
fosters a Black
Lab puppy to be
trained as a guide
dog, Elizabeth is
determined not to
grow too attached
to it. But soon
Beauty becomes
the only friend she
can rely on.

12

9781550416619 pb $9.95
9x10.5, 38pp 6+ “What
makes A Screaming Kind
of Day unique, and quite
wonderful, is that Scully’s
inability to hear is not her
problem at all. For much
of the book, in fact, it’s her
solution to the problem”
—Quill & Quire starred
review Governor General’s
Award

9781550050608
pb $11.95 5x7.5,
208pp 12+ This
time, Elizabeth vows
she won’t fall in love
with the new lab
puppy she is raising
to be a guide dog.
But who is she really
resisting, Beauty
II or Scott, her
“former” boyfriend?
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Dealing With Death

9780889952621
pb $12.95
5.5x8.25, 141pp
12+ This riveting
story is about
a fifteen-yearold boy who, as
the story opens,
realizes he has
no idea who he
is—beyond his first
name—or what has
led to his loss of
memory. CLA Young
Adult Book Award
shortlist

9781550051490
hc $22.95
9781550051001
pb $11.95 5x7.5,
195pp 12+ Elizabeth
struggles with her
family, friends, and
school, while building
a relationship with
an older blind and
diabetic boy who
owns one of her dogs.

9780889953307
pb $12.95 5.5x8.5,
156pp 13+ Taylor
is 18 years old
and spending the
summer with her
mother in Prince
Albert National
Park. She would
just as soon stay at
home in Saskatoon,
but because she
suffers from an
autistic condition
called Asperger’s
Syndrome, she can’t
stay on her own.
New York Public
Library Books for
the Teen Age

9780773754492
pb $4.95
9780773674325
mm $2.95 4x7,
160pp 12+ At
seventeen, Hal
Drucker is a
determined lone
wolf. He’ll show
his overprotective
parents and the
other kids that
even though blind
he’s super smart
and completely
independent.

9780889953789
pb $9.95 5.25x7.5,
140pp 9+ Although
he has Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder
and struggles with
many things that
typical kids take
for granted, Billy’s
curiosity and warmth
intrigue Natasha,
and the two children
develop a friendship
that gives them
the strength and
courage to reveal
their deepest secrets
and to reach for
their dreams.

9781550419504 pb
$12.95 5.5x8.25,
186pp 12+ A
powerful novel about
eating disorders, and
of the vulnerable
teenager who fights
to conceal her secret
from her friends. It is
a realistic portrayal
of a very subtle
disease.

9780773733039
hc $19.95
9780773674851
pb $7.99 4.25x7,
262pp 12+ A
serious accident
has left him
confined to a
wheelchair and
horribly bitter
about how his life
has changed. OLA
Red Maple Award

9781897235423 pb
$10.95 5.25x7.5,
144pp 9+ This is
a story of courage
and choice where
a physicallychallenged young
athlete has to find
her own heroes and
fight to overcome all
obstacles in order
to play her beloved
game of soccer.

9781550051391 pb $6.95
8.25x8.25, 32pp 8+ When Uncle
Michael dies from AIDS, Joel is
heartsick—until he learns to find
comfort in the wonderful memories
of his beloved uncle.

9781550417050 pb $7.95 10x9,
32pp 6+ A touching story about loss
and the lasting comfort of memories.
For any child who has lost a cherished
grandparent.

9780889952829 hc $9.95
9780889953635 pb $6.95 10.5x7.5,
32pp 6+ When Grandpa Jack must
go to the hospital with Abby’s mother
because he’s hurt his leg, Abby is left to
look after Opal. When the dog goes
into labor, Abby must find the courage to
help. There is simply no other choice.

9780773674400 mm
$5.99 4.25x7, 181pp 10+
When his father dies, Luke
is sent to live with his uncle,
a practical, non-dreamer.
Dan, an old collie, comes
into Luke’s life and he
discovers that the practical
things in life are not always
that important.

9780889953642 pb $7.95
8x10.75, 32pp 6+ A beautiful
tale of how love passes across
generations, from mother
to daughter, to calm a wild
girl’s heart and make her
adventurous again. CLA Book
of the Year Award for Children,
IYL White Raven Award

9781550414578 pb $14.95
5.5x8.25, 280pp 12+ This
book perfectly captures the
humor, anger and sadness of
a family dealing with grief
in this sensitive portrayal of
a teenage girl coping with
loss and learning about the
value of true friendship.

9780773757042 pb $2.95 8x8,
32pp 8+ The topic of death is
examined in Morning Light: An
Educational Storybook for Children
and Their Caregivers About HIV/
Aids and Saying Goodbye. The
subtitle says it all.

9780195410006 hc $9.95
8.5x11, 32pp 6+ Whatever
Grama Bowman is showing
Jamie how to do, every moment
they spend together opens
Jamie to a new world. When
Grama dies, she leaves Jamie
her world—a place where she
will never be alone.

9780773759589 pb $2.95 8x8,
32pp 8+ Karen’s friend Nicholas
has AIDS. When Karen’s parents
find out that Nicholas is being
left out by the other children,
they help organize a meeting to
address fears of both caregivers
and children.

9781550050707 hc $10.95 10.5x9.5,
24pp 6+ One sad Monday, George
the gardener doesn’t come, and Evie
knows she won’t see him again. But,
surrounded by the animals and flowers
of the garden, she knows she will never
forget him.

NF

9781550419085 hc $22.95
9781554550869 pb $12.95
5.5x8.25, 186pp 12+ This
contemporary novel puts a very
real face on the African AIDS
pandemic. OLA Golden Oak
Award

9781550419139 hc $22.95
9781550419122 pb $17.95 7.5x9.25,
112pp 12+ “The authentic details
speak of loss, fear, and grief;
incredible kindness; and courage,
as well as hope for the future.”
—Booklist starred review Book Links
Best New Book for the Classroom,
ALA Notable
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Family

9780889953543 hc $19.95
10.25x9.25, 32pp 6+ Three sisters
arrive on the shores of British
Columbia, where their husbands await.
Each joins the husband to whom she
has been promised, and each has her
own way of remembering the family
and country she has left behind.

9781550416954 hc $15.95
9781550416978 pb $7.95 10.5x10,
32pp 5+ Based on a true story, this
book is a delightful tale that children
will love. But it is the subtle, deeper
message—old does not mean
useless—which will have a lasting
impact on readers of all ages.

Family

9781550051506 pb $9.95 10.5x8,
24pp 4+ One spring day, Mama
decides it is time for her little girl to
walk on her own. The first time Katie
walks, it’s a short distance. “Carry me,
Mama!” she begs, even though Mama
knows it’s time for Katie to make her
own way.

9780889952843 hc $9.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ Gwyn’s family
has travelled from Vancouver
to Nova Scotia, where they
plan to make their new home.
Despite her unease, Gwyn
begins to grow into this new
place.

9780773733367 hc $19.95
9781550051223 pb $6.95
8x11, 32pp 5+ Now that
her mother is busy with the
new baby, Emily doesn’t
have anyone to entertain
her—no uncles or big sisters
or aunts.

9781550418866 pb $6.95 10x9.75,
32pp 5+ There is so much to see and
do on Uncle John’s Farm. This beautifully
written free verse is a dreamy,
evocative ode to life on a farm. OLA
Best Bets Also available in a Spanish

language edition 9781550418781 hc $16.95
9781550418835 pb $10.95

9780889952409 hc $16.95
9780889953581 pb $7.95
8.25x10.75, 32pp 4+ Waiting
for the baby is like waiting
for the sun to come up—it
takes its own sweet time! Each
summer day Mollie wakes up,
waits for the prairie sun to
rise, and hopes that today the
baby will be born.

9781550418057 pb $8.95
8.5x9.75, 32pp 5+ A story
about the magic of kites and
fathers, The Most Beautiful Kite
in the World is filled with the
warmth of community spirit and
family love.

9781550418002 pb $9.95 9.25x8.75,
32pp 4+ A child describes the circle of
her day, allowing us a glimpse into the
loving and accepting bond that exists
between a mother and child.

9781550414059 hc $14.95
9781550417852 pb $4.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ When
Grandma announces that
she is going to Greenland
for a year, her family
plans a surprise party. And
Joey learns that sometimes
a family’s secret recipe
contains the ingredients for
togetherness, not just pie.

9781550415391 hc $17.95
9781550418095 pb $8.95
8x10, 32pp 4+ Claire likes
to helps the bus driver And
before long a very special
surprise passenger joins her
and the driver for the final leg
of the happy bus ride home.

9780889952584 hc $19.95
9780889953628 pb $9.95
8.25x10.75, 32pp 5+ Amber
lo-o-o-v-e-s Kindergarten.
But the one thing she can’t
control is being picked up
on time. Her father is always
late.

9781550419399 pb $8.95
9x10, 32pp 4+ Ben is about
to discover that sometimes
there are report cards in
preschool—at home, written
by older siblings!

9780773730045 hc $9.95
8.5x10.5, 32pp 4+ Once
Zachary was the focus of
his parents’ attention—now
baby Cameron is stealing the
limelight.

9781550418071 hc $16.95
9781550419108 pb $6.95
9x10, 32pp 4+ When it comes
to sleepovers, all Ben can think
about is going home—right
away. OLA Best Bets, OLA
Blue Spruce Award shortlist

9781550413502 pb $8.95 10.5x8.5,
32pp 5+ It is the irresistible tale of how
a cloud of melancholy is lifted by the
hand of a child. CLA Book of the Year
Award for Children finalist, IYL White
Raven Award

NF

9781550416688 hc $19.95
9781550416862 pb $7.95
10.5x10, 40pp 5+ Nancy and
her family are going camping.
What kind of holiday is that? But
from the moment their campsite
is established, the family slowly
begins to discover the magic of life
in the wild.
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9781550419054 pb $9.95 10.5x10,
32pp 5+ Number 14 was a good
old truck. But it was getting worn
out. Dad’s new truck, Number 21, is
big, red and beautiful. It shines so
brightly, we can see our reflections
on the cab door. Even the glove box
has three chocolate bars in it.

9781550417104 pb $9.95
9x10, 40pp 5+ Discover the
beauty and excitement of a
summer spent on the prairie
with the young cousins from
the city, as they explore a new
and mysterious world.

9780889953673 hc $24.95 11x9.25,
32pp All ages A poetic story of a
young aboriginal boy, posing questions
to his grandmother, his “Nokum”, about
the wider world beyond the familiarity
of their home and community. Book
and audio CD, combining the written
text in English and Cree. Also available
in a French/Cree edition 9780889953833
hc $24.95

9781550503906 pb $8.95
5.25x7.5, 144pp 11+ Still
reeling from the sudden death
of her composer father, 13year-old Katie faces bullies
at school, her mother’s weird
new friends, and a mystery
that must be solved before it’s
too late.

9781550414578 pb
$14.95 5.5x8.25,
9781550415346 pb
280pp 12+ This book
$11.95 5.25x8.25,
perfectly captures
152pp 8+ When popular the humor, anger and
girl Ashley mocks her
sadness of a family
grandpa, Mina swears
dealing with grief in this
revenge at her annual
sensitive portrayal of
Holi party. But isn’t the
a teenage girl coping
festival of colors all
with loss and learning
about forgiveness? Silver about the value of true
Birch Award shortlist
friendship.

9781894004329 pb
$14.95 6x9, 164pp
12+ Short Stories Filled
with details about
9781550415735 hc
$19.95 9781550415759 pioneer life, each story
gives insight into the
pb $11.95 5.25x8.5,
difficulties, challenges,
208pp 8+ Jake and
and joys faced by
his sister, Shoshona,
families building a new
take a communityhome on a rugged, new
provided school bus
four times a year on the land. Young Archie’s
observations offer a
long overnight journey
through New York State different perspective on
that life, one tinged by a
to visit their mother in
child’s wonder and sense
jail.
of adventure.
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